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York Hovest,
born in Wesel in 1978,  
is an internationally 
renowned advertising 
and fashion 
photographer. Living in 
Munich, he works across 
the world. His illustrated 
book A Hundred Days in 
Tibet was a huge 
bestseller and is 
translated into Italian 
and Dutch.

A Hundred Days in Tibet 
In 2011, York Hovest accompanied the Dalai Lama during his 
visit to Germany. It was in the course of this visit that Hovest 
made him the promise to portray Tibet, and to reveal it to 
the world as it is today. After taking a year to prepare for this 
near-impossible journey, Hovest embarked on a breathtaking 
expedition, travelling through Tibet for a hundred days — on 
foot, motorbike and by jeep. Again and again he ventured into 
areas that are impenetrable to most visitors, either because 
they are difficult to get to or because access is forbidden. He 
was only able to succeed in doing so with the active support of 
the Tibetan people, who showed great faith in him by allowing 
him to share in their lives. Hovest accompanied them to secret 
locations, reaching the outer limits of his physical endurance — 
and that of his camera equipment — at temperatures of minus 
30 degrees Celsius, 6000 metres above sea level. His specta-
cular images capture not only the sublime landscape, but also, 
through moving portraits of Tibetan nomads and monks,  
the soul of this mysterious country.

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 200 Photos, 27 x 32 cm,
27,500 German Words, 165,000 Signs, € 45.00 Retail Price
Rights sold to Italy and the Netherlands

NEW
TITLE

A Hundred Days in Amazonia 
Photographer York Hovest has spent 100 days 
travelling through South America, where the most 
powerful river on earth winds through the largest 
area of tropical rainforest in the world, much of 
which remains virtually unexplored. Accompanied 
by shamans, tribal elders and their families, York 
Hovest sets forth on a journey through the Ama-
zon basin, attempting to capture the beauty of the 
rainforest and its inhabitants on film. Following 
on from his experiences in Tibet, he once more 
approaches the country's indigenous people with 
curiosity and respect, garnering unforgettable 
insights into their way of life and bringing back 
moving images.

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 200 Photos, 27 × 32 cm
27,500 German Words, 165,000 Signs, € 49.99 Retail Price

York Hovest

HUNDERT TAGE  

AMAZONIEN
Die Erinnerung

Amazonas_Cover_160329_CC.indd   2 30.03.16   12:30
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Dirk Rohrbach
Born in Hanau in 1968, Dirk 
Rohrbach is a traveller, photogra-
pher, journalist and doctor. Thanks 
to his award-winning live reporting, 
he is one of the most sought-after 
speakers in the German-speaking 
world. For more than twenty-five 
years he has been journeying exten-
sively around North America, as well 
as campaigning to protect the 
languages of indigenous American 
peoples. He travels between 
America and Europe, without 
permanent residence.

Highway Junkie 
By Bike through the Middle of the USA

Nowhere does Dirk Rohrbach feel more at home than in America. 
He has made forty trips there over the course of twenty-five years, 
covering tens of thousands of miles — on foot, by canoe and bike, and 
in his 1974 Ford Truck Loretta. Here he takes to the road once more, 
a highway junkie hooked on the roads that snake across the nation's 
vast expanse and fascinated by the people of small-town America. 
Saddling up his bike, he travels across the continent from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific, always on the lookout for unusual encounters. Ran-
chers, street cowboys, musicians, free spirits, dreamers — for Rohr-
bach they represent America's heartland. He takes us on a journey 
through a nation that always inspires him anew. A deeply personal 
homage to America and to life on the road, it makes the readers want 
to pack their bags at once and set off in search of the unknown.

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 200 Photos, 23 x 27.5 cm,  
20,000 German Words, 140,000 Signs, € 29.99 Retail Price

NEW
TITLE

Yukon
New Adventures along the Great River

Dirk Rohrbach paddles more than 3,000 kilometres 
in a birch-bark canoe he built himself, travelling from 
the source of the Yukon to where it flows into the 
Bering Sea. Transporting the canoe over the White 
Pass via the old gold prospectors' railroad, he meets 
an Native American totem carver, visits the gold-
mining town of Dawson and spends time with Andy, 
who travels over the frozen river with his twelve 
huskies during winter. At the end of this epic journey, 
Dirk Rohrbach stands at the mouth of the Yukon, the 
Northern Lights dancing in the broad sky above him. 
An unusual portrait of America that tells the unique 
story of the people who live on this mythical river.

Hardcover, 192 Pages, 205 Photos, 26.5 × 28.3 cm
15,000 German Words, 105,000 Signs, € 39.99 Retail Price
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The World of Tomorrow
A Family on the Trail of Climate Change 

An anthropologist, a photographer and four children: Jana and Jens Stein-
gässer travelled the globe with their family, exploring regions affected 
by climate change. Going about their project with curiosity, empathy and 
a dash of humour, they try to find out what impact the warming of the 
earth's atmosphere will have on life on our planet. How will Greenlandic 
Inuit people live when ice has disappeared from the Arctic Sea? What are 
the consequences of desertification for goat-herders in South Africa? What 
will happen to Italian orchards when the Alpine glaciers melt? And how are 
we affected when people at the other end of the earth are fighting for their 
livelihoods? Climate change is nearly always described in terms of abstract 
theories, confusing statistics or dramatic images. At the heart of The World 
of Tomorrow are human beings and their stories, creating a multi faceted 
portrait of our planet and its endangered idylls.

Hardcover, 224 Pages, 200 Photos, 23 × 27.5 cm,
27,500 German Words, 236,000 Signs, € 29.99 Retail Price

ADVENTURE - E.O.F.T
What motivates adventurers of the twenty-first century to cruise down 
torrential rivers or to climb seemingly impregnable rocks? What pushes the 
summiteer to balance in dizzy heights on a tightrope? They surf in the polar 
night, explore widely spread cave systems and often set an example for 
sustainability with their extreme actions. They experience freedom and risk, 
adrenaline and moments of happiness. The European Outdoor Film Tour 
(E.O.F.T.) with more than 150,000 visitors across Europe every year stands for 
this intense life style.
This book assembles the greatest adventurers like mountaineer Alex Honnold, 
the famous Baffin Babes, ice climber Will Gadd and many more for the first 
time. Whether skier or mountain biker, whether in the Arctic or on an island in 
the South Sea: They all challenge their limits, live their passion and find their 
own way. And that is how they inspire us, the readers, who are dreaming of a 
little adventure and a short break from time to time …

Hardcover, 224 Pages, 180 Photos, 22.5 × 26.9 cm,
27,500 German Words, 200,000 Signs, € 29.99 Retail Price 
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München
Susanne 
Perk- Kuhlmann

styleguide

eat
shop
love it

styleguide Munich
Eat. Shop. Love It.

In ›Italy's northernmost metropolis‹, modern concept stores 
meet lovingly decorated little shops, retro meets rough, 
and a few doors down local designers set fashion trends. 
Interested in comfy traditional living or a lively, big-city feel? 
In the beer gardens of Munich, hipsters rub shoulders with 
lederhosen-wearers. In September the city wakes from its 
relaxed cosiness and ushers in festival season with Oktober-
fest. The stylist Susanne Perk-Kuhlmann opens her address 
book and reveals her favourite places in the city.

Hardcover, 256 Pages, 600 Photos, 14.6 × 21.7 cm
20,000 German Words, 120,000 Signs, € 24.99 Retail Price
In preparation:
styleguide Barcelona, styleguide Hamburg
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16 Hide M
Utations equatur eperit quam, que 
volecatem quoditam es doluptaturi 
nonsequia quidi quam, que pos dem 
et perum cullum que eatem dolor 
andi recessi vendipsus, secabor 
eperiore cuptatis rendam arum re 
volentet, quat vernatem vel elest que 
eosae sa velignam quam res sequi 
ipienis adi arum voluptiusdae en-
ducip sandite erferissi nossit, optatur 
eperum que natibus simperi eperum 
que natibus simperi que nonsero
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
www.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.de

15 Strandgut
Utations equatur eperit quam, que 
volecatem quoditam es doluptaturi 
nonsequia quidi quam, que pos dem 
et perum cullum que eatem dolor 
andi recessi vendipsus, secabor 
eperiore cuptatis rendam arum re 
volentet, quat vernatem vel elest que 
eosae sa velignam quam res sequi 
ipienvis adi arum voluptiusdae en-
ducip sandite erferissi nossit, optatur 
eperum que natibus simperi que 
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx
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The stylist Susanne 
Perk-Kuhlmann 
(born 1960) has lived in 
Munich for many years 
and writes the blog 
designchen. She also 
releases her 'DesignGuide 
to Munich and the 
Surrounding Area' several 
times a year.
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ruptatium es magnamus di aperecati aut licil et il mil magnim que 
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ressim doloribus a necti is sum que sim volupta tibusMaximilis volores 

simusaperit accus. Gitas eliquamendem faccabo. 

Haidhausen, 

Au, Giesing, 

Bogenhausen
Shops

3 Gabriele Wenzel

4 Blumen, die leben

5 Stephan Keller

7 Maisons

8 Papierladen Rosinger

9 Lilli & Karl

12 1260° Keramik

13 Medical Art

14 Anne v. Wächter

15 Strandgut

16 Hide M

17 Anton Doll

19 Gunther trost

20 Conways

24 Siebenmachen

Essen

2 Hofbräu-Keller

6 Daherkomma

21 Fiedler und Fuchs

25 Attentat 

 Griechischer Salat

27 Upper Eat side

Café
1 Livingroom

10 Cafe Zimtzicke

18 True & 12

23 Liebreich

26 Cafe Sonnenschein

Kunst & Kultur

22 Rosengarten

Hotel

11 Hotel Stadt Rosenheim
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styleguide Copenhagen
Eat. Shop. Love It.

Copenhagen is world-famous for crisp, elegant and  
timeless design. In the Danish capital brands both classic 
and new can be admired not only in stores, but everywhere. 
From Arne Jacobsen’s ‘Egg’ chair to on-trend fashion 
designer Stine Goya’s latest collection, they are all to be 
found in cafes, restaurants, hotels and museums. In 
Strøget, the longest pedestrian street in Europe, visitors 
will find everything that makes a design-lover’s heart beat 
faster: furniture, lighting and fashion. More treasures await 
them in the little alleyways branching off the neighbouring 
streets. Moreover the city, located on the Øresund strait, 
knows how to combine the latest trends in design, art and 
architecture with a relaxed approach to life, and styleguide 
Copenhagen is the essential companion for anybody 
looking for something special beyond the tourist track.

Hardcover, 256 Pages, 600 Photos, 14.6 × 21.7 cm, 
20,000 German Words, 120,000 Signs, € 24.99 Retail Price
Rights sold to Australia (World English) styleguide Berlin

Eat. Shop. Love It.

Specialties, curiosities and beautiful things — the new 
styleguide Berlin is an indispensable companion for those 
straying from the tourist paths, who are looking for a 
special view of the city. Petra Albert and Ellen Teschendorf 
lead the reader to little shops with a unique atmosphere, 
beautifully designed cafés and extraordinary galleries.  
Revealing many insider tips, the styleguide offers inspira-
tion for the next shopping trip and new favorite locations, 
not only for travelers but also for locals.

Hardcover, 272 Pages, 300 Photos, 14.6 × 21.7 cm, 
26,000 German Words, 180,000 Signs, € 24.99 Retail Price
Rights sold to the Netherlands, France and Australia (World English)

styleguide Vienna
Eat. Shop. Love It.

The dynamic metropolis on the river Danube is considered  one 
of the top cities in the world in terms of quality of life. style-
guide Vienna is the essential companion for all those seeking 
something special, beyond the well-worn tourist track. Angie 
and Brigitte Rattay, Viennese through and through, reveal the 
best coffeehouses in the city and the small, lovingly designed 
shops that are more museums than businesses. From artisan 
craftwork and quirky accessories to choice confectionery, this 
impressive book offers new inspiration for favourite places to 
shop, eat and feel good, both for travellers and for locals.

Hardcover, 256 Pages, 600 Photos, 14.5 × 21.5 cm, 
26,000 German Words, 180,000 Signs, € 24.99 Retail Price

5 cuPcake

Sollten Sie zwischendrin eine kleine 

Pause einlegen wollen, empfehle ich 

Ihnen Cupcake. Der Laden war einer 

der Ersten in Berlin, der sich auf diese 

kunstvoll verzierten Muffins spezia-

lisiert hat. Ich verschenke gern mal 

zum Geburtstag einen dieser Cupcakes 

und lasse ihn mir dann in einer sehr 

schönen, halb durchsichtigen Tüte 

mit Kerze und einem Happy Birthday 

oberndrauf verpacken. Und natürlich…

Krossener Str. 12, 10245 Berlin,  

www.cupcakeberlin.de

6 suPerschLüPFer

Wenn Sie jetzt zu Superschlüpfer lau-

fen, halten Sie die Augen offen, Sie 

kommen in der Wühlischstraße an 

vielen Geschäften vorbei, die hierzu 

erwähnen den Rahmen sprengen wür-

den. Wenn Sie dann zwei weiße Stühle 

und je nach Wetter auch einen Sonnen-

schirm sehen, sind Sie bei Superschlüp-

fer angekommen. Wer so einen kleinen 

Laden hat, muß ein gutes Händchen für 

eine kleine und feine Auswahl an …

Wühlischstr. 25, 10245 Berlin 

www.superschluepfer.de

11
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„Voloribus quias ero dolecte ndipsant et odigend aeratet quam non por sus aut exces iliquodit.“

9 the antLered BunnySollten Sie jetzt noch Lust auf eine Bar haben, empfehle ich Ihnen unbedingt the Antlered Bunny. Nach dem das Café Auntbenny, wo wir heute mit einem Frühstück gestartet sind so gut anlief, haben die Betreiber sich die Hilfe von Tony Galea dazu geholt und eine kleine Bar in einem bis dahin nicht genutzten Raum eingerichtet. Die Cocktails sind hervorragend und die Whisky Karte sehr gut. Ich bestelle vor allem gern die selbstgemachten Rosmarin Cracker zu meinen Getränken. Die sind wirklich großartig! El et ullam incillorro expe-rum rem simi, cusdaessi ium qui qu.Oderstr. 7, 10247 Berlin,  www.the-antlered-bunny.com
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ModersohnBrücke

Friedrichshain hat zwei Leben. 
Am Tag können Sie in vielen wunder-
vollen und individuellen Ladengeschäf-
ten bummeln und in Cafés sitzen. Am 
Abend verjüngt sich der Bezirk und 
startet mit Happyhoures rund um den 
Boxhagener Platz und in der Simon-
Dach-Str. oder bei schönem Wetter auf 
der Modersohnbrücke, wo Sie einen 
urbanen Blick auf den Sonnenun-
tergang über den Gleisen haben. Der 
Abend geht dann in den unzähligen 
Clubs weiter und endet erst in den frü-
hen Morgenstunden. Kein Wunder…

shOPPinG
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Bar
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 18 Michelberger Hotel
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Huts 
Dream Destinations in the Alps

From the moment they set out, everyone who goes 
walking in the Alps looks forward to reaching their 
destination: the mountain huts where they can get 
a decent meal and let their gaze wander across the 
magnificent landscape – where they can spend a 
gloriously peaceful night and marvel at the early-
morning sun rising above the peaks. Originally simple 
shelters, today the huts are generally comfortable 
destinations for people seeking some peace and 
quiet. With stunning images and vivid descriptions, 
photographer Bernd Ritschel and author Tom Dauer 
depict the most beautiful huts in the Bavarian, 
Austrian, Italian and Swiss Alps. Every page brings to 
life how it feels to go travelling in the mountains, and 
how wonderful it can be to sit in the sun at one of 
these dream destinations, floating above the clouds.

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 200 Photos, 25 × 30 cm,  
18,500 German Words, 130,000 Signs, € 39.99 Retail Price

Cuba
Between Dream and Reality

Tobias Hauser is a German photographer who has 
developed his own unique photographic style. His 
technically brilliant and lovingly conceptualized photos, 
especially portraits, impart a particular intimacy, a 
recognizable closeness to the people. Now in his first 
project with NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC GERMANY, Tobias’s 
never-before-seen images of Cuba are compiled into  
one gorgeous coffee-table book. His photos reveal the 
land scapes, architecture, street-art, culture, and daily 
life of unforgettable people who call Cuba home. 

Hardcover, 224 Pages, 220 Photos, 22.8 × 27.6 cm, 
24,000 German Words, 155,000 Signs, € 29.99 Retail Price
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Adventure in the Dolomites
From Gardasee to Marmolata

As a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the Dolomites are both a 
popular holiday destination and one of Europe's last remai-
ning areas of wilderness. Photographers and Mountaineers 
Ulla Lohmann and Sebastian Hofmann set out to discover the 
Dolomites off the beaten track — on mountain bikes, on foot 
and by climbing. 

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 180 Photos, 25 × 30 cm, 
25,000 German Words, 175,000 Signs, €39.99 Retail Price

South Tyrol 
The Most Beautiful Areas of South Tyrol

Who isn’t drawn to South Tyrol, the perfect destination 
both for a short holiday on your very doorstep and for 
a relaxing hiking and pleasure trip? It offers both high, 
snow-covered peaks and an almost mediterranean lifestyle 
in the valley. Photographer Bernd Römmelt (Alaska) has 
succeeded in capturing the poetry and majesty of nature in 
his atmospheric images. 

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 200 Photos, 25 × 30 cm,  
15,000  German Words, 105,000 Signs, € 39.99 Retail Price

Eastern Canada
The Atlantic Provinces: A Dream by the Sea

Eastern Canada offers natural beauty in proportions unknown 
on this side of the Atlantic. Forests so thick you are amazed 
that all the elk can find their way around it. Enormous lakes, 
torrential rivers, shores and tundras, and a wild, awe-inspiring 
coastline, one of the most diverse and beautiful in the world. 
In this part of the country you are always travelling on water, 
whether across the Atlantic or one of the thousands of   isolated 
lakes. Canada – it represents wilderness and vast expanses, 
campfires beneath a starry sky, peace and hospitality. Land-

scape- and wildlife-photographer Michael Lechner fell in love with the Atlantic provinces of 
 Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland and Labrador. 
 During the last fifteen years he went there whenever he could. With images that often look 
as  if they have been painted and an astonishing feeling for colour, light and atmosphere, he 
captures the extraordinary fascination of Eastern Canada.

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 200 Photos, 25 × 30 cm, 
15,000 German Words, 105,000 Signs, € 39.99 Retail Price

Masuria
In the Land of Thousand Lakes 

A solitary wooden jetty in the evening light, seemingly 
endless avenues of trees, countless storks’ nests: Dirk 
Bleyer’s photographs are a love-letter to Masuria, the region 
that for 750 years was the southernmost tip of what was 
then East Prussia, and today is part of Poland. This illustrated 
volume displays a mixture of magnificent photographs of 
nature and living cultural history: the great lakes, 
interconnected through natural and artificial waterways; 
beautiful villages with characteristic wooden houses; and the 
cities of Danzig, Marienburg and Königsberg, their atmosphere steeped in history. In this book, 
the photojournalist Dirk Bleyer follows in the footsteps of his grandparents, and his fascination 
with East Prussian oddballs who stayed in their homeland can be traced back to them. Farmers, 
hunters, fishermen and sailors talk to him about their colourful lives, their work and existence 
closely interwoven with Masuria’s dense forests, expansive fields and almost 3,000 lakes.

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 200 Photos, 25 × 30 cm, 
15,000 German Words, 105,000 Signs, € 39.99 Retail Price

Fräulein Stinnes
A Woman’s Journey Around the World 1927-1929

The world’s first circumnavigation of the globe in an automobile 
was completed in the 1920s by a courageous woman at the wheel 
of an Adler Standard 6 saloon. Her name was Clärenore Stinnes. 
Accompanied by Swedish cameraman Carl-Axel Söderström 
and two technicians, Clärenore Stinnes’ journey would take her 
through the Balkans, Siberia and the Gobi Desert, through Asia 
and Central and South America. This illustrated volume captures 
her adventure in authentic photographs.

Hardcover, 240 Pages, 200 Photos, 26,5 × 28.3 cm, 
20,000 German Words, 144,000 Signs, €49.99 Retail Price

Gabriele HabinGer

Fräulein stinnesFräulein stinnes
E i n E  F r au  F ä h r t  u m  d i E  W E lt  ·  1 9 2 7 - 1 9 2 9

NEW
TITLE
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A Dream of Sailing
A Free Life

The play of the wind, streaming sails and lapping waves — for 
many only a dream. Heike Dorsch and her boyfriend Stefan 
Ramin took the chance to break away. In spring 2008 they 
bought the Catamaran “Baju” and started their world sailing 
tour. All along the route of the Mediterranean, the Cape Verde 
Islands, the Atlantic crossing, the Caribbean, Guatemala, Belize, 
the Panama Canal, the Galapagos Islands, the Pacific crossing 
to Vanuatu in the South Sea, the couple enjoyed their freedom 
for 3 ½ years — until it found a terrifying end with Stefan’s 
murder. The Dream of Sailing shows the beautiful side of their 

tour. With beautiful photos revealing the colorful, diverse life, Heike Dorsch guides the reader 
through her great adventure, the beauty and the feeling of letting her dream come true — even in 
the face of the greatest tragedy of her life.  A television film and documentary were broadcasted 
on German television in March 2015.

Hardcover, 224 Pages, 225 Photos, 22.8  × 27.6 cm,
20,000 German Words, 120,000 Signs, € 29.99 Retail Price

Ocean Adventure
Secrets of the Seas

Representing a new generation of underwater photographers 
who were raised with advanced diving and photo equipment, 
David Hettich has already been practicing his art for fifteen 
years. Now in his first large-format photography book, Hettich 
takes readers beneath the surface of the world‘s oceans to 
discover his deep-rooted passion: the secrets of the seas. His 
images portray the colorful and diverse marine ecosystems of 
the Galapagos, the Bahamas, the Dutch Antilles, South Africa, 
the Maldives, Christmas Island, Malaysia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Micronesia, 
Fiji, and Tonga. Hettich produces up-close and unforgettable photographs that 
reveal a world of vibrant coral reefs, massive whalesharks, seaturtle graveyards, 
swarms of jellyfish, and much more. Accompanied by text from Biologist Ulrich 
Erfurth and Hettich himself, Ocean Adventure uncovers Earth‘s aquatic treasures 
through the eyes of a man dedicated to our blue planet.

Hardcover, 192 Pages, 130 Photos, 1 Map, 31 × 31 cm,
13,000 German Words, 85,000 Signs, € 39.95 Retail Price
Rights sold to the Netherlands

Under the Spell of the Bears
My Life in Alaska

No landscape has challenged or shaped Andreas Kieling as much as Alaska. It was there 
he became the successful wildlife filmmaker he is today. His popular lectures always 
explore this theme. Before Kieling became so successful as an author with his books on 
Germany, he was known by the name ‘the bear man’. This new large-format illustrated 
book features his best photographs from almost twenty-five years in Alaska, above 
all of his encounters with grizzly bears. Hardly anybody has come so close to them as 
Kieling, or has engaged with these creatures so intensively and across such a long span 
of time. He speaks very personally of his expeditions into the wilderness, which he has 
not simply taken alone, but also with his son and even with his whole family. Together, 
they experience the greatest adventures, discovering the beauties of nature in the 
wild far north.

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 200 Photos, 24.5 × 29.4 cm, 
25,000 German Words, 175,000 Signs, € 39.99 Retail Price
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Alaska 
The Last Wilderness

'Aleyska', meaning 'great country', was the name given by the 
Aleut people to their homeland, and it certainly lives up to it 
in terms of size. It is four times bigger than Germany, yet has 
only about 700,000 inhabitants. Its natural landscape is as 
magnificent as it is diverse: polar bears and musk oxen live on 
the treeless, frozen tundras of the Arctic north; to the south, 
glaciers crumble majestically into the sea; in the southwest, 
enormous volcanoes tower up into the sky; and in the milder 
climates of the south east the only remaining temperate rain-
forests on earth still flourish. Bernd Römmelt fell in love with 
this land of extremes on his first journey to Alaska over twenty years 
ago, and since then he has returned every year. He has photographed 
it over the course of more than thirty trips, guiding the reader across 
all its regions to its most remote corners, revealing it in all its stunning 
richness and beauty.

Hardcover, 220 Pages, 250 Photos, 25 × 30 cm, 
21,000 German Words, 140,000 Signs, € 39.99 Retail Price

New Zealand 
Paradise in the Pacific 

Snowy mountain peaks, miles of sandy coastline, active volcanoes, 
plunging fjords, thick rainforests, geothermal pools, deep cave systems, 
rivers, lakes, waterfalls — there is no other country on Earth that contains 
such diverse and contrasting natural features in such close proximity. In 
addition to breathtaking scenery, New Zealand is also home to a fasci-
nating blend of cultures including the indigenous Maori tribe, as well as 
colorful characters such as professional sheep herders, ecclectic artists, 
and passionate ecologists. Flightless birds and other unique animals
and plants round out the amazing biodiversity that results from the 

extreme isolation of this small chain of islands. In celebration of this enchanting world, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
GERMANY presents a large-format photography book that captures the spirit of New Zealand in 200 stunning 
photos. From Auckland in the North to Stewart Island in the South, readers will discover the landscapes, 
animals, and people that make this country a paradise in the Pacific.

Softcover, 240 Pages, 200 Photos, 25.5 × 29.4 cm,
25,000 German Words, 175,000 Signs, € 29.99 Retail Price
Licensed in New Zealand

Greenland
My Journeys to the End of the Earth

An authentic portrait of one of the most extreme 
countries on the planet, Greenland presents the 
gorgeous photos and personal commentary of 
journalist and photographer Markus Lanz as he 
captures the natural grandeur and extraordinary 
people of this region — surreal icebergs, the 
northern lights, sled dogs, and daily life at the 
end of the Earth. Markus Lanz is one of Germany's 
most famous TV hosts.  

Hardcover, 320 Pages, 200 Photos, 24.8 × 29.9 cm , 
38,000 German Words, 245,000 Signs, € 39.95 Retail Price

6TH 

EDITION,

25,000 SOLD 

COPIES

Volcanoes
Expeditions to the Most Dangerous Calderas of the World

Throughout his career, World Press Award winner Carsten Peter 
has focused on the extremes in nature — whether tornadoes, 
caves or deserts. And he is certainly one of the best volcano 
photographers in the world. Over the past twenty years, Carsten 
has gone on assignment for NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, 
to capture active volcanoes around the world: from Kamchatka to 
Indonesia, from Antarctica to Tanzania. This large format 
coffee-table book is stunningly diverse. He was as close as 
humanly possible when Mount Etna erupted in 2001, throwing 
rocks as big as cars 800 meters up into the air. He slept in a tent in the Nyiragongo Caldera in 
Congo for several days, and he climbed 450 meters down into the dangerous volcano  
on the South Sea island Vanuatu. He takes us on 14 fascinating expeditions and tells stories  
that combine thrilling adventures with the latest scientific discoveries. The book has a large  
map showing the tectonic plates, small maps of each volcano, a glossary and a list of the most 
famous outbreaks.   

Hardcover, 224 Pages, 200 Photos, 24.8 × 29.9 cm, 
30,000 German Words, 203,000 Signs, € 39.95 Retail Price
Book contains pictures of Volcanoes in Italy, the Antarctic, Kamchatka, Lesser Antilles, La Réunion, 
Chile, Ecuador, Hawaii, Vanuatu, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Indonesia, USA, Iceland, Congo.
Rights sold to France
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The Travel Bug Calendar: 
Dreaming and Travelling in 365 Photographs
There are unique places where you can forget everyday life, find peace and recharge your  
batteries, or experience something extraordinary. This perpetual desk calendar presents 365  
of your dream destinations. From Algeria to Cyprus, landscapes to cities, and nature to culture,  
it offers thrilling photographs as inspiration for your next holiday, or simply to dream about. 

Hardcover with spiral binding plus premium box, 372 Pages, 366 Photos, 22.5 × 15.3 × 4 cm (premium box), 
7,000 German Words, 48,000 Signs, € 22.99 Retail Price

Desk Calendar: Around the World in 365 Photographs
The photographers of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC have written history and are shaping our view  
of the world. This calendar shows some of the most famous photographs but also previously  
unpublished material from the legendary archives of the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Society.  
Spectacular images from the most remote places on earth, spontaneous snapshots, poetic  
pictures and documents of history – a journey around the world in 365 photographs.

Hardcover with spiral binding plus slipcase, 372 Pages, 366 Photos, 22.5 × 15.3 × 4 cm (slipcase), 
6,000 German Words, 40,000 Signs, € 19.99 Retail Price

Desk Calendar:  
Planet Ocean in 365 fascinating Photographs
A world full of gympy seahorses, giant humpback whales, vibrant coral reefs, swarms of jellyfish 
and much more ‒ David Hettich produces up-close and unforgettable photographs that reveal a 
world full of aquatic treasures. 365 fascinating dives beneath the surface of the world's oceans.  

Hardcover with spiral binding plus premium box, 372 Pages, 366 Photos, 22.5 × 15.3 × 4 cm (premium box),
7,000 German Words, 48,000 Signs, € 22.99 Retail Price

Desk Calendar: 365 Days of Adventure
The Most Exciting Outdoor Destinations in the World

In this perpetual calendar, the ultimate dream holidays for sports enthusiasts and 
adventurers are presented in 365 images, from skiing in Alaska and hiking in Tibet to 
canoeing in the Antarctic and diving in Israel. Trendy sports like climbing and cycling, 
sailing and surfing are also given plenty of airtime. A must-have for all fans of outdoor 
sports.

Hardcover with spiral binding plus premium box, 372 Pages, 366 Photos, 22.5 × 16 × 4 cm (premium box), 
7,000 German Words, 48,000 Signs, € 22.99 Retail Price
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